Let M be a countable transitive model of ZFC and i be a countable M -generic family of Cohen reals. We prove that there is no smallest In this paper we ask four analogous questions: If M is a countable transitive model of the theory ZFC (or ZFC~) and A is a countable Af-generic family of Cohen reals, does there exist the smallest model N of ZFC (or ZFC~ , respectively) such that Mö{A} ç N or M Li A C NI Since M (A) satisfies the axiom of choice it is the smallest transitive model N of ZFC~ such that M LI A ç N. We will show that in the remaining three cases the answers are negative: the respective smallest models do not exist.
Introduction
In the paper [ 1 ] Blass proved that for a given countable transitive model M of ZF and a countable ^/-generic family A of Cohen reals there exists no smallest transitive model TV of ZF such that MliAÇN.
On the other hand Cohen's model M [A] is the smallest transitive model N of ZF suchthat M\j{A} ç N. Similar questions can be asked about models of the theory ZF~ (ZermeloFraenkel set theory without the power set axiom and with the collection and comprehension schemes instead of the replacement scheme). Then M[A] is also the smallest transitive model N of ZF~ such that Mu{A} ç N. It is an observation of Szczepaniak that the model M (A) = \J{M[a]:a ç A&\a\ < oe} is a model of ZF~ (see [5] , for a proof see also [1] or [3] ) and it is obvious that M (A) is the smallest model N of ZF" such that Mil A ç N.
In this paper we ask four analogous questions: If M is a countable transitive model of the theory ZFC (or ZFC~) and A is a countable Af-generic family of Cohen reals, does there exist the smallest model N of ZFC (or ZFC~ , respectively) such that Mö{A} ç N or M Li A C NI Since M (A) satisfies the axiom of choice it is the smallest transitive model N of ZFC~ such that M LI A ç N. We will show that in the remaining three cases the answers are negative: the respective smallest models do not exist.
We conclude the paper with investigating extensions of M obtained by adding many Cohen generic reals. We show that among such models there exists no minimal model containing a given generic family as an element.
NONEXISTENCE OF THE SMALLEST MODELS
We begin with introducing several notions of forcing. For any sets A and B we define P(A, B) as the set of functions p: dom(p) -> B, where dom(p) is a finite subset of A, ordered by reverse inclusion. Next P(A) = P(A,2), P = P(co), Qa = P(a x co) for a G On, Q -Q,,a/ where M is a fixed countable transitive model of ZFC. i For any M -generic filter C7 ç QQ we define M-generic filters (G)« ç P for £ € a with the formula
Next we define G = {(G)i:ÇGa}. It is well known that for any M -generic filter G ç Qq the family G is A/-generic. For countable generic families the converse is also true (see [2] ). Proof. Let H CRa be an M[A]-genenc filter. We identify generic filters with generic functions; under this identification H is a one-to-one function from a onto A. We define a filter G in Qa by the formula G(^,n) = H(cl)(n).
Then obviously G = A and M[A][H] = M[G]
. We must only show that the filter G is Af-generic. Let D G M be a dense subset of QQ .
We define a subset E of R : a p G E iff there exists q gD such that for any £ 6 a and n G co
. We will show that the set E is dense in RQ . This will suffice because then E n H ^ 0 and for p G E r\H and # e £> such as in the definition of £ we have q G G, thus DoG ^ 0.
In order to show that E is dense in Ra we take an arbitrary condition
p0(C¡) = G¡gA for i=l, ... ,n.
We define a set £>Q ç. P(a x co) as follows: fla = {?e P(fl x û>): 3/> € D(q = p \ a x co)} .
Obviously, Da G M and Da is a dense subset of P(axw), Since the tuple (Gx, ... , Gn) is Af-generic in P" , there exists q G Da such that (C7,, ... , Gn) extends q (under a suitable identification of the notions of forcing Pn and P(a x co)). Let p G D be such that <? = /? faxw.
Suppose that dom(p) ç (aub) x co and an6 = 0. Let è = {Ç,, ... ,£m} . We find distinct filters G\, ... ,G'mG A-{Gx,... ,Gn} such that the tuple (G\, ... , (/^) extends /? t è x co. Then we define a condition r£Ro:
dom(r) = aub, Then obviously r < p0 and r G E. □
The following is a special case of a corollary to the product lemma. It is enough to show that E is dense in Qa below p0 . Let P Gfya and p < p0. Let dom(p) ç Z x co, Z = {£,, ... , Çm} and X ç Z . We take a condition = {(C,,^(C,)>:z=l,...,m}eRa.
Obviously /? Ih q G Ra . We take px < p and qx < q such that />j Ih qx G D. We assume that <7i =qu{(nj,g(pj)):j= 1, ... ,/c} and C,■ # r\.,, ÇtéPj for i=l, ... ,m and j = I, ... ,k.
We define a permutation n:a -> a so that Now let K = h(GC\Px). Then K is an A/-generic filter in P2 which generates in a natural way an M -generic triple of filters Kx x K2 x K3 ç Qw x Q^ x P. Now we split the filter K3 into two A/-generic filters H3 and H4 : pGH3 = 3qGK3VnG dom(p)(2n G dom(q)&p(n) = q(2n)), pGH4 = 3qGK3VnG dom(p)(2n + 1 G dom(q)&p(n) = q(2n + 1)).
We also put Hx = Kx and H2 = K2. It remains to show that G = H. For any TV/-generic filter F ç P we define a filter F with the formula F(n) = F(n+l) (we recall that an Af-generic filter is identified with the corresponding Mgeneric function). Now we observe that 
